WHAT IS THE VALUE OF YOUR BUSINESS?
Valuation is an expert activity comprising systematic collection and analysis of the data necessary for
determining the worth of properties and businesses in compliance with the effective legislation and
standards.
Various assets can be covered by the valuation process: land, buildings, facilities and other immovable
assets, equipment, financial credit instruments (securities), intangible assets (copyrights, patents, trade
marks, etc.), enterprises, etc. The valuation process includes two basic components: analysis and calculation.
Competently combining the two elements allows a scientifically grounded opinion to be arrived at.

1. OBJECTS FOR APPRAISAL
All objects of civil rights involved in civil transactions according to the law may be valued.
Estimators usually divide all kinds of property into 4 basic groups:
1.

Immovable property;

2.

Movable property;

3.

Intellectual property;

4.

Businesses.

However, it is possible to specify even more objects for appraisal. It is possible to provide valuations
of debts as well as rights, claims, operations, services, etc.
The final product of any valuation procedure is documentary proof of the worth of the appraised object.
This document is the only legal basis for registration of property in statements of financial position
according to the value determined by the estimator, the only document for tax authorities, notaries, etc.
Immovable property
Municipal halls (buildings), facilities, unfinished construction projects, residential premises (houses,
apartments, cottages), land plots, woods and perennial plantations are considered real estate.
Movable property
This group includes equipment, cars and other vehicles. The law treats aircraft, ships, cabotage vessels
and spacecraft as real estate, even though they are vehicles. This, however, does not affect the work of
estimators.
Intellectual property
This group includes patents, licences, copyright certificates, and also know-how (new information,
unknown to others, which has a commercial value), goodwill and other intangible items.
Businesses
Generally, as part of the valuation, business shares and other securities, and also debts and share of stocks
in businesses of various forms of incorporation are included.
Essentially, other objects can be appraised. It is possible to make estimates of debts and rights, requirements, operations and services as well as other types of property.
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2. CIRCUMSTANCES IN WHICH
A VALUATION IS REQUIRED
•

Valuation to calculate a state duty in the course of a notary certification of purchase and sales
transactions of properties, or property rights;

•

Valuation and revaluation of assets of enterprises for business accounting and taxation (tax optimization)
purposes, statements of property, property rights on balance of the company, property write-offs;

•

Valuation of property, property rights for determining total value of a property upon creation of
joint-stock companies, repeated issuance of shares and in other similar cases;

•

Estimation of the value of property, property rights for the purposes of financial management;

•

Valuation in negotiations about the conclusion of transactions of purchase and sale of property,
property rights, including commodity exchange, barter, etc.;

•

Valuation to determine the value of property shares in the equity of a business entity, valuation of
the property of a Limited Liability Company (Additional Liability Company) to be paid to a shareholder
who retires from the company or is excluded from the company;

•

Item-by-item valuation of listed property to be included as equity;

•

Valuation of property, property rights upon a merger or a split of enterprises;

•

Valuation during financial rehabilitation or business liquidation;

•

Valuation during disposal of property for rent or leasing;

•

Valuation of property, property rights in the event of inheritance and donation;

•

In marriage contracts for the purpose of splitting property in the event of divorce;

•

Appraisal of the value of property in the event that the property serves as secondary loan collateral;

•

For the purpose of checking the trustworthiness of an enterprise (company) further to a marketvalue appraisal;

•

Appraisal of the value of a property to be insured, and/or appraisal of the extent of actual damage;

•

Valuation during execution of property;

•

Valuation when drafting business plans and investment projects in order to attract investors;

•

Valuation during customs control;

•

Valuation during destruction of property.
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3. WHAT IS THE PURPOSE OF DAMAGE VALUATION?
•

As a consequence of actions of a third party your property has been damaged, and you are the
affected party;

•

You need to provide your insurance company with an official estimate of the damage;

•

You are the party having caused property damage, or it is necessary for you or your insurance
company to defray expenses covering the repair, but the required sum, in your opinion, is overestimated or is not objective;

•

An independent estimator has given a report assessing the expenses for carrying out a repair but,
in your opinion, the sum is incorrect (does not correspond with reality);

•

Cross examination is necessary for protection of your interests before a court;

•

Your property has been impounded for state needs but, in your opinion, the sum of indemnity is not
the actual market price.

4. OUR SERVICES REGARDING VALUATION OF
REAL ESTATE, PROPERTY, AND ENTERPRISES
We offer you help resolving problems arising as a result of an independent valuation. Our law firm provides
the following services:
•

Market valuation of all types of property (real estate, motor transport, river and air transport,
equipment) for the purposes of purchase and sale, obtaining a loan, contributions to equity, insurance,
inheritance;
Market price is an ideal standard which is not always achievable and, consequently, the assumptions
noted above are not always adhered to. For this reason the real price of the transaction often does
not coincide with the justified market price and, thus, the most probable sale price is often
defined. The most probable sale price is an indicator of the probable price at which the property
can be sold, taking into account current market conditions, as well as awareness and behaviour of
buyers and sellers.

•

Valuation of a company's assets for the purpose of financial reporting according to IFRS;
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•

Revaluation of the basic assets of enterprises for business and tax accounting purposes;
Five indisputable pluses of revaluation:
– Profit tax reduction
– Improvement of accounting balance
– Higher chance of obtaining a bank loan
– Increase in amortization
– Increase in residual cost
The abovementioned advantages of having an enterprise revalued can be shown via the example
of a small textile manufacturing enterprise. The machinery is written off. Therefore its balance cost
is zero, and it is impossible for the company to obtain a loan for further development. A market
valuation of the machinery makes such actions possible.
Revaluation is a way to achieve further development of your business.

•

Market valuation of motor transport (cars, freight, agricultural machinery, specialized machinery,
road machinery and construction machinery, municipal vehicles) when applying for a loan, making
contributions to equity, as well as in the event of purchase and sale;

•

Independent valuation of waterborne vessels (boats, tugs, river-sea ships, barges, and other
passenger and cargo vessels) for the purpose of applying for a loan, insurance purposes (damages
valuation), contributions to equity;

•

Real estate valuation (apartments, houses, rooms, facilities, industrial buildings, plots) for the
purpose of applying for a loan, inheritance, purchase and sale transactions, grant of collateral,
contributions to equity;

•

Independent valuation of equipment (load-lifting, wood-processing, printing, construction, metalprocessing, welding, wiring, varnish-and-painting, textile) when applying for a loan, collateral,
purchase and sale, contributions to equity;

•

Elaboration of investment projects;
If you plan to invest money in a particular project or company, but have doubts about the level of
transparency of the investment, we are ready to help you calculate the risk of the investment.
From the investor’s point of view, not only financial transparency but also corporate structure
(relationships between shareholders and managers, relations with minor shareholders, the structure
of the board of directors and its role in managing the company) plays an important role. Such
openness allows the profitability of the company, potential investment profitability and the level
of risk inherent in the company to be estimated.
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•

Valuation of intellectual property for the purpose of contributing to equity;

•

Valuation of an enterprise (company), market-value appraisal of a business;
Valuation of an enterprise (business) is not only an appraisal and estimated value of shareholders’
investments, but also the estimated value of a company in terms of its attractiveness. The marketvalue appraisal of an enterprise (company) can be effected with the purpose of increasing the
efficiency of management and allowing reasonable investment and managerial decisions to be made
before its sale and purchase, merger, reorganization.
One of the primary goals of the valuation of an enterprise is to appraise its value over a particular
period of time, as value defines the level of profitability, liquidity and expediency of investments
into the enterprise.
Analysis of the value of an enterprise and the factors influencing it can be effected for the following
purposes:
– Research of probable level of market environment, in case of the absence of data on exchange
and off-exchange transactions, determining trends, predicting changes in the market price of an
enterprise, determining a price range allowing its purchase and sale in future;
- Research of the level of undervaluation or overvaluation of certain enterprises in the market.

For these purposes the true market value of an enterprise is defined. A fundamental cost analysis providing
macroeconomic, sector and microeconomic market research is applied to determine the value of the
enterprise.
Thus, valuation is an integral tool for doing business, helping owners and businesses carry out their
commercial activities effectively, and eliminating negative factors and potential risks.
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